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Whiskies of the World 7 Night European River Cruise in June of 2019
Join us June 5th @ 6:30 PM Pacific Time for a live webinar to learn more about this
exciting trip. Click here to register for the webinar. You'll hear all about this luxury river
cruise journey on the all new AmaMagna and how we're bringing whisky into the mix
with daily whisky tastings, a special nine course dinner including whisky pairings, whisky
mixology concepts, a whisky sensory perception workshop, and much more!. There are
only 2 staterooms left at the $3,731 rate. Rates go up after that. Contact
matt@matt.travel now to secure your spot. Click here for more details and contact
matt@matt.travel today with your questions.

Early Bird Tickets for Austin, Houston and Dallas end June 30
Early Bird Tickets for Atlanta end July 31st
Austin (#WOWAUS) happens Thursday, September 20, 2018 at the Vault Space.
Early Bird Tickets are available here.
Dallas (#WOWDAL) happens Friday, September 21, 2018 at Frontiers of Flight Museum at Dallas
Love Field. Early Bird Tickets are available here.
Houston (#WOWHOU) happens Saturday, September 22, 2018 at Silver Street Studio.
Early Bird Tickets are available here.

Atlanta (#WOWATL) happens Friday, November 2, 2018 at The Intercontinental Buckhead.
Early Bird tickets are available here.

Lets talk about it! Be sure to use the hashtags
when talking about the all the WOW shows on social media!

The Art of Cigars with Honor Cigars
Whiskies of the World is delighted to announce our cigar partner in Texas and Atlanta
for 2018 is Honor Cigars. Honor Cigars founder and owner Troy Lawrence is a cigar
connoisseur and entrepreneur dedicated to promoting the art, culture, and enjoyment
of fine cigars. Honor Cigars specializes in custom cigar rolling events. They offer a unique
combination of craftsmanship and art that transforms the raw tobacco product into something that
can provide sublime pleasure when blended properly and smoked in the right setting.
Here are a few highlights from #WOWSJ and #WOWSF with Honor Cigars:

Whiskies to Talk About
We have so many great whiskies for you to sample at our shows. Every newsletter we like to
highlight a few that you can taste at some of our events.

Bowmore Single Malt Scotch
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The second oldest distillery in Scotland and the first distillery in Islay, Bowmore has
released some of the oldest whisky on the market over the years. "Each and every bottle
of Bowmore single malt Scotch whisky has been shaped by the exquisite flavors of our
carefully selected oak casks, rounded by the Hebridean air, and given character by the
slow passage of time. All within the nurturing walls of the legendary No. 1 Vaults." (from
Bowmore.com) Though the official date of legal distilling at Bowmore is 1779, most
people know that they distilled illicitly for at least 10 years before that official start date.
This whisky is cherished for its balance of flavors - it does carry peat and smoke as a
classic Islay malt, but also presents with nice fruit flavors, and of course spice and floral
notes when finished in different casks. Because it is aged next to the sea, there are briny
notes in some, and in all, the complex perfection of wood, time, barley, yeast and water
brought to your glass from one of the most experienced distilleries in Scotland.

Breckenridge Bourbon

Breckenridge Distillery is located in Breckenridge Colorado and is the world's highest distillery! Bryan
Nolt, a physician by education, started the distillery in 2007. Though they win awards for their
amazing whiskey, they also make rum, gin, vodka, brandy and liqueurs. They are transparent that not
all of their whiskey is made in Colorado, but also sourced from Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana. In
the summer they source fruit from nearby for their brandies, liqueurs and flavorings, and always use
the snowmelt water readily available at their location to make their spirits and proof down their
alcohols. If all of this was not exciting enough, they also house a wonderful restaurant, gastropub
style, at the distillery! Their acclaimed chef, David Burke, creates American cuisine that compliments
the whiskeys, and they have beautifully crafted cocktails from Billie Keithley. This distillery is a
destination for you to plan your next vacation around. Until that time, be sure to try some of their
bourbons and enjoy all that this distillery creates.

Kavalan Taiwanese Whisky

Kavalan is the first family owned and operated whisky distillery in Taiwan. It is owned by the King Car
conglomerate and was established in 2005, though the King Car company is much older than that.
The distillery is located in the Northeast corner of Taiwan and exists in a sub tropical climate. The old
name of the county where they are located, Yilan, is Kavalan, and that is why they chose this name.
Because the climate is much warmer there than in Scotland, the whisky Kavalan makes matures
more quickly. Almost since the first drop hit the shelves, people cannot get enough of this magnificent
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whisky. The carefully produced whisky is aged in a variety of barrels and then selected by the
masterblender to bring to you exquisite flavors from Taiwan. They use pure spring water from Snow
Mountain and Central Mountain, both to make the whisky and to proof it. This is part of the secret of
why it tastes so good! Kavalan is a much sought after and in demand whisky. You can't always find it
on the shelves, but you can taste it at Whiskies of the World.

Old Pulteney Single Malt Scotch

Once the most northern distillery in mainland Scotland, Old Pultney is only one away
from that title after the opening of Wolfburn in 2013. Called the Maritime Malt, it is made
in Wick, which was also the herring capital of Scotland in 1826 when the distillery
opened! It was said casks of silver (herring) and gold (whisky) left the shores of Wick
each week! Like many distilleries, it went through hardships during prohibition, not the
least of which was that Wick was voted to be a dry city for 20 years! Once WWII ended
and the demand for whisky started to renew, Old Pulteney came back to life and
currently is one of the most beloved and cherished Scotches around the world, having
been voted the best Scotch on more than one occasion. This is also one of the few
distilleries who use their bottles to showcase their brand: the unique shape is a reflection
of the shape of their pot stills and all the bottles have a compass rose on the
bottom as befits the Maritime Malt!

F.E.W. Whiskey from Illinois

A distillery in the home of the temperance movement? Located in Evanston IL, the
founder of Few Spirits overturned a century of liquor prohibition laws and became
Evanston's first distiller! Bourbon, Single Malt, Rye and more handcrafted with love! Paul
Hletko, the founder of F.E.W. Spirits, is honoring one of Evanston's IL most historic
figures, Frances Elizabeth Willard, by naming his distillery with her initials. Of course it is
playfully ironic that Ms. Willard was one of the loudest voices of prohibition, and perhaps
the reason that Evanston stayed dry until 1972. F.E.W. Spirits is the first distillery in
Evanston since prohibition and the name works in other ways as they are a small
company dedicated to producing all of their own product with no sourcing. They even
bottle it themselves! In addition to Gin, they make Single Malt, Rye and Bourbon. All
bottles are adorned with images from the Chicago World's Fair from 1892, another nod
to history as Evanston is just north of Chicago. Founded in 2011, FEW has remain true
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to its mission to use the finest grains, the best distilling techniques and to age their
spirits to perfection, all while remaining hands on in every aspect of production. Their
slogan, "By the FEW For the FEW", remains as true today as it was in 2011.
This is just a small sample of the hundreds of whiskies from which you can choose to try at a
Whiskies of the World event. There is something for every taste, and it all comes together in one
great evening! Don your kilts, your dinner jackets and party dresses and come on out for an
unforgettable night of whisky! Tickets are now on sale for our 2018 shows in Texas and Atlanta!

Here is an event we think you will enjoy:

Cheers, Whiskies of the World
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